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CHAPTER I
. INTRODUCTION
Significance of the Problem and Purpose
During this time of Bicentennial celebration, no
words ring louder than "all, men are created equal, that
.they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit
of Happiness_"l Unfortunately, this is not a joyful time
for cult~rally deprived children, the numbers which
have increased to the degree that they are a major portion
of the school population. The dimensions and urgency of
urban school problems are readily apparent and life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness have taken a back
seat to poor language development, usage and general
academic retardation for them.
This paper could not encompass the reasons '~lY
society has created the culturally deprived, the historical
factualities and future implications of it, nor remedial
suggestions for ~proved housing, new forms of employment,
or even possible educational treatments. The culture




factor has been accepted as is; the purpose was simply
to identify the child and determine, through research,
whether it is he who is an individually disabled learner
wl1.o, needs remediation or whether it is his disadvantaged
environment which needs adaptation.
Definitions of Three Important Terms
vlho is the culturally deprived learner? He has been
labeled "educa~ional1y deprived", "underprivileged", "lower
class", and "lo\*ler socio-economic group". The term
,generally refers to those children who, by m~ddle-class
standards of measurement, have not benefited from education,
bool{s and formal instruction. CuItur~e is an effort to cor>,e
'iitll the surrounding environment in terms of one's tradi-
tions, values and mores, many of which have a long history.
It has been estimated that there may be one deprived
child for every two enrolled in schools in our large
.t: 2
CJ. J.es. This child, of every race, color and culture,
comes from the barrios, migrant camps, foreign countries,
the densely black-populated inner-city, Indian reservations~
and outlying rural areas such as the Deep South and
Appalachia. \~lhat are tIle educational eventualities? 1'o1en-
tal or educational retardation, delinquency or drop-outs.
Naturally, upon initial registration for l(indergarten or
2Fra~ Riessman, The Culturalll Deprived Child (New
York: Harper and Row, 1962), pp. 1-3.
3
first grade, the culturally deprived learner is retarded
in skills prerequisite to successful school achievement.
From the National Advisory Co~nittee on Handicapped
Children comes this definition of cl1.ildren '\~ho are clisabled
with learning problems:
[those. children who] exhibit a disorder in one or more
of tIle basic psychological processes involved in under-
standing or using spoken or written language. These
may be manifested in disorders of listening, tllinl,ing, '''.
talking, reading, writing, spelling, or arithmetic.
They include conditions which have been referred to
as perceptual handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain
dysfunction, dyslexia, developmental aphasia, etc.
Tiley (10 not irlclucle learlling problenls \'/ltiel1. are <ltle
primarily to visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, to
mental retardation, emotional disturbance:or to en-
vironmental disadvantage. 3
And, lastly, in an educational context:
.(lisadvalltaged refers -to cllildren 'vitll a pclrticular set
of educationally associated problems arising from and
residing extensively within the culture of the poor.
This is not to say that other cultural groups within
society escape similar problems, but the ills restricting
the intellectual, social, and pllysical. growtll of Cl1il-
dren tend to be concentrated here. The name may change,
but the problems remain, passing from generation to
generation and sustained by discrimination, lack of
opportunity, and an exploding population. 4
. 3National Advisory Committee on Handicapped Children,
First Annual Report, Special Education for HandicapRe~
Ch.ildr~!! (lw"lashington, D.C.: U. S. Department of IIealtll,
Educatioll and "lelfare, 1968), quoted in Janet lv. Ler'ner,
Children with Learning Disabilities: Theories, Diagnosis
and Teaching Strategies (New York: . Houghton ~lifflin Company,
1971), p. 9.
4Joe L. Frost and Glen R. Hawkes, The Disadvantaged
Child: Issues and Innovations (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1966), p. 1.
4
Scope and Limitations
The writer limited the review of literature for the
most part to the last fifteen years. This study described
the educational limitations experienced by a child from a
sub-culture wl"lich is not the dODlinant culture in whicll he
must function as an adult. As a culturally deprived person
in this society, how can he receive a comparable educatio~:
when his lower class and minority value orientation are
unlike that of the present day institution? The American
school system is meeting the needs of the Anglo middle-
class child in prepa~ation for his place in an Anglo
middle-class society but, to most educators, t~e culturally
deprived child is not only misunderstood, but teachers can-
not seem to differentiate between the disabled and the dis-
advantaged. 'Tllis paper was not an attempt to seel, out
t \
opinions of authorities who have provided insight into
the~problem through psychology, sociology and medicine but
rather only experts in education, citing both those who
chose one side or the other or added expertise to the
problem.
Swnrnarr
In this cllapter, there ,vas a discu'ssion of what
this paper is intended to investigate, namely, adeCluately
def~ning the problem of the culturally d~prived learner.
5
CI-IAPTER II
A REVIEW OF RESEARCH.
Purpose
T~e purpose of this research was to investigate
various studies on the subject of teaching the'culturally
deprived learner. The writer 'reviewed the literature from
two points of view•. First, an attempt was made to cite
authorities who view the culturally deprived learner as
clisabled; renlediate tIle Cllild. Secondly, t~llere is cl
discussion of some basic theoretical approaches used
generally wi~h those authorities who view the child as
disadvantaged; adapt his environment.
Authorities ,\~O View the Culturally Deprived
Learner as Disabled: Remediate the Child
Recent educational and social science researcll,
most notably the Coleman Report and the report on racial.
isolation prepared by the Co~nission on Civil Rights, has
produced one virtually incontestable finding: . there is
massive inequality in public school educational achievement
along soc~al and racial lines. That is, minority group
.students and students of low socia-economic status score
significantly lower than their middle-class counterparts
6
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on a variety of verbal and quantitative tests. The
Coleman Report indicates that differences between racial
and ethnic groups are present at the first grade, and that
these differences are not diminished with additional years
of ·sc}loo1ing. "The result is that twelfth-grade. Negroes
in the urban Northeast read at the ninth-grade level.
Southern Negroes, ~1exican Americans, Puerto Ricans, and
Indian Americans achieve at even lo'....er levels. ,,1
Charnofskystates that:
American schools are in a revolution. Teachers complain
about cro,\'ded classroollls, poor retuuneration, an<l inade-
quate supplies and equipment. There is ample evidence
of the deterioration of inner-city education: decaying
structures, inadequately trained teachers, poor techni-
cal faci.li-ties, general overcro,\v(ling. I./ingeriIlr~·
prejll<lice atld b:igo"try of·tel~ ,5t~i].1 f>revail. ~.J()rl(l.t-,liol".
lCozol, in llis l)ea'yh at all Eal'"\ly 1\~, sliocl(ed l\luer'ic<l
with candid expose of tIle SCllooling offered to blacl{ 2
children in the Boston area as late as the middle 1960s.
Hampton stresses the fact that in today's definition
of tIle word "disadvantaged, II society emphasizes tllat
these children are the result of external conditions. But,
does a person become disadvantaged because other people
make him so? "'''hen a person is able to assume tllat his mis-
fortunes are due to external factors, he can project
1Ibid., p. 245.
2Stanley Charnofsky, ~ducating the Powerless (Bel-
mont., California: \vadsworth Publislling Company, 1971), p.
68.
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. the blame away from himself. In this way, he avoids
the· responsibility. ,,3
If the studeot recognizes that his deprivation is
both external ~ internal than he can become willing to
accept some of the responsibility of be~ng disadvantaged.
Two of the most universally accepted charact~ristics of·
the academically disadvantaged student are his paucity
of motivation and his generally low level of self-conceptual-
ization.
,
Among the earliest explanations for the educational
inferiority of-these children was that, the poor perfor~ance
was to be accounted for in terms of inherent racial in-
feriori ty. "After the researcll findings of IClineberg and
others in the 1930s came a serious re-exa~ination among
social scientists of the racial inferiority explanation.
More recently, it has become fashionable to attempt to
explain the per~istent fact of ,the academic retardation of
Neg~o children in terms of general environmental dis-
abilities. ,,4
But Clark refutes this, asking in what ways does a
low economic status or absence of books in the home or
rtcognitive deficit," referred to constantly by proponents
of this point of view, actually interfere with the ability
3peter J. Hampton, "Educating the Disadvantaged,"
~ Adolescence (Winter 1974):555-564.
4Kenneth B. Clark; Dark Ghetto: Dilemmas of Social
Power (New York: Harper and Row), pp. 129-130.
9
of a child to learn to read or to do arithmetic in the
elementary grades?" Cl,ark advocates that those who earlier
prpposed racial inferiority theories were in fact members
of- dominant racial groups, presuming to be superior and
proclaiming the cultural-env.ironmental theory. He claims
they wrongly ·associated their privileged status with
their own innate intellect and its related educational
success. S
In remediating the disabled learner, a number of
authors propose that stimulation and teaching based upon
positive expectation seem to play an even mo~e important
role in a child's perfonnance in school than does the
conununity environnlent frolu \'lllicl'l he CODles. Tllat tl1.ese
positive self-concepts do riot exist among 'our urban ghetto
children--and therefore .neither does the typical academic
success pattern--has been illustrated through several
pieces of recent research. Bruck, at Michigan State
University, measured the self-concepts of three hundred
pupils from the third through the sixth grades and also
from the eleventh grade. His findings showed a significant
positive relationship at all grade levels between self-con-
cept and grade point average.
6
5Ibid., pp. 130-131.
6M• A. Bruck, (Doctoral Dissertation), cited in:
- 'villiam \v. 1vattenberg and Clare Clifford, n Relation of
Self-Concepts to Beginning Achievenlents in Reading,"
Child Development (June 19~4) 35:461.
10
McCreary states that:
Much of the content of the subculture of the economically
deprived is an adaptation to the circumstances of life
in poverty. Many individuals from'deprived circwnstances,
far from being deficient in experiences, are richly ex-
perienced. The socially disadvantaged are not lacking
~n knowledge, culture, and skills, but possess somewhat
different understandings and abilities because of the
circumstances of their lives. 7
Teachers like McCreary advocate recognizing and respecting
those aspects of culture whicli are appropriate adaptations····
to the life circumstances in which these youth find them-
selves. Many socially disadvantaged youth display a wide-
ranging practical kno,~ledge, l1.ave l~ad first-h.and experiences
of inestimable worth with the evils and indignities of
life. They have developed strong in-group fe~~ings
toward peers, developed early in life self-~eliance and
autonomy and do appreciate the value of education, if not
the school. Traditional remedies proposed by s6me educ~­
tors--increased'expenditures, reduced class size, improved
"
facilities, ability tracking--will make little dent, will
have no effect on pupil achievement if teachers do not
appreciate the main strands and emphases of their students'
subculture and how its characteristics are useful adapta-
tions to the pUI?ils '. 'self concepts.
Second t~en to the student's own positive acceptance
of himself, is the teacher's acceptance as well. Based
7Eugene McCreary, The Disadvantaged Learner: Knowin~,
understandin~) Educating (California: Chandler Publishing
COll1pany, 196 ,.~ed. Staten'vebster, p. 53.
11
upon Dewey's principles and infused with a strong concern
for the total growth of the child, one WilO is expected to
learn, does so; the Cllild of \~hom little is expected produces
little, regardless of his background. Cuban argues that
students as early as grade two have strong expectations
of teacllers' ·teaching, classroqm organizationandwllat
learning is. But sociological findings have added con-
fusion, such as the false equation accepted by many teachers:
.It All Negroes + All Puerto Ricans + All IvIexican Americans
+ (add the minority of your choice) = Culturally Deprived. IIB
Cuban ad-ds that urf ever a platitude deserves some
life blol~ back into it, it is that teachers should treat
kids as individuals and begin with them where they al'e. 1I9
Children's disabilities should be remediated with mental
and social skills and functional knowledge allowing them
to cope in their changing environment. \Vhile skill develop~
ment is the pribrity, knowledge is the key to develop and
itnprove mental abilities, academic and personal skills.
Low-income youngsters learn first by doing and
seeing rather than by talking and hearing. Their style of
learning is physical rather than verbal; in general, they
will score higher on performance tests of intelligence
rather than on the pencil and paper ones. These children
8 Larry Cuban, To Make a Difference: Teachina i~
the Inner City (New York: The Free Press, 1970), p. 15
9Ibid., p. 24.
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generally think from the specific to the gener~l, not in
abstractions but experi~nces first. This has profound"
implicat~on for in~truction, curriculum and school organi-
zation•. Head Start and the BereiterEnglemann approaches
are 'different strategies dealing with the different
learning styl·es. With tllis little information, te~chers
can move on to remediating and forget labels such as
"culturally deprived" which is patronizing since" it iJ;l1plies
at best a hierarchy of culture .and at worst that certain
groups of people have no culture at all.
Feiffer states that the school--not t~e student,
his family, their income, or their neighborhood--bears
the major responsibility for remediating the inadequacies.
IIow tragic it i·s to link poverty and race to learning
disabilities. A clear-cut causal relationship has not
been established. To say that if one is poor and
black, he will probably be unable to learn is nonsense.
It denies the achievements of Americans, black and
white, 'who have succeeded academically and materially
in spite of poverty, or the thousands of low-income
youngsters who have improved their performance when the
school environment has cllanged. Furthermore, it is
possible, indeed, probable that the youngster's "ab-
nornlal" bellavior and acllievement is a response to
teachers and even more to an institution ill-suited to
-his needs. 10
How are schools helping th~se children when they
lose ground in I. Q. as they progress through the grades
and fall farther behind grade level academically? Research
IOJules Feiffer, "Jules ·Feiffer Hall Syndicate, 11
Reader's Digest' (1'1arch 1967), p. 11 •.,
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consistently reveals that disa~vantaged children have lower
I. Q. scores as ~easured by standardized intelligence tests
given in schools. The racial aspect of intelligence, of
course, continues to raise the nature-nurture controversy.
While current research tends to stress the environmental
determinants of differences between races (differences with-
in the races far exceed differences between the races)
there is evidence of new approaches to person-environment
interaction, "which may provide a new frame of reference
more consistent'with the reality of human behavior and more
productive of research on learning disabilities and remedia-
tion among disadvantaged children. nIl
I~ Q. scores can be changed by changes not only in
the areas of migration, acculturation, and compensatory pro-
grams, but in the techniques for remediating the disabled
child. The problem, though, of their validity at any given
time or place remains: "Questions. about the validity of
intelligence tests continue to be raised. Texts specially
designed to be culture-free or culture-fair in order to'
measure more accurately the intelligence of disadvantaged
children have not produced anticipated results. ,,12
11Edith H. Grotberg, "Learning Disabilities and
Remediation in Disadvantaged Children, U Reviely of Educa-
tional Research. 35 (December 1974):173-175, 414.
12Ibid., p. 414.
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The school has had the largest 'opportunity to
directly affect the remediation of culturally depriv~d
learner~ in language (reading), mathematics and social
studies.' Lower class children use a restricted form of
the English language and the middle class children use an
elaborate .. fo~ which is more consistent with school and
textbook usage. The disabled child is not familiar with
the syntactical regularities and normative frequencies of
the language; he has great difficulty in ordering sequences
and in both deriving meaning from, and putting more meaning
into context. He already has a short attent~on span for the
verbal material to which his teacher is exposing him to
daily; plus, he is likely to miss a great deal, even when
he is really trying to listen. Newton offers the following
suggestions she has found invaluable when working with the
verbally destitute student:
1. The classroom' instruction must be free from derision
and deprecation.
2. The learning experience must be specific, concrete
and meaningful.
3. The teacher must be optimistic, encouraging, buoyant
and energetic.
4. Every opportunity should be made possible for these
students to hear standard English usage.
5. Growth should be made apparent to the students.
6. Every opportunity must be available for these stu-
dents to exercise their developing language arts.
15
7. The teacher must develo,p and use the technique 'v}lich
Newton terms--synonymity:' a general habit of re-
stating a difficult term or word in many di~ferent,"
familiar ways. 13 .
Ausubel'proposes that nit is in the area of language
dev~lopment and particularly with respect to the abstract
dimension of verbal functioning, that the cul~urally
deprived child manifests the greatest degree of intellectual
retardation." Many factors contribute to this, of course:
lack of objects that require labeling in,the home, lack
of being spoken to or read to by adults. The auditory dis-
.' ~criJnination tends to be poor with little corx:-ect feedback
regarding enunciation, pronunciation and grammar-. The
child's abstract vocabulary is deficient in range and pre-
cision, his attentivity and memory are po~rly developed
and "he is impoverished in such language related knowledge
as the number concepts, self-identity information, and
the understanding of the physical, geometric and geographi-
cal" environments. 1,14
13Eunice Shaed Newton, "Verbal Destitution: The
Pivotal 'Barrier to Learning," The Disaclvantaged Learner:
Knowin Understandin Educatin~, Staten W. Webster, ed.
California: Cllandler Publisl1ing Co., 1966), p. 335.
14David P. Ausubel, "The Effects of Cultural Depriva-
tion on Learning Patterns, 11 'rIle Disadvantaged Learner:
Knowin Understand~n Educatina , Staten W. Webster, ed.
California: Chandler Publishing Company, 1966), p. 252.
16
Most scholars agree witr Ausubel that social class
differences in language and conceptual measures also tend
to increase with increasing age. Ausubel f~resees an
optimal learning situation to remediate the child during
the crucial formative years through an adequately -stimulating
classroom, specially geared to the deprived inaividua]s
particular level or readiness in each subject-matter area
and intellectual skill,' as well as to his over-all level,
of cognitive maturity, and presupposes much individualized
attention and guided remedial effort. 1S
Language is learned. It is assimilated from the
home, the community, and the school. Aptness and facility
of expression are direct consequences of the environmental
encounters of the developing child with the adults and
peers of his 'world. "\vitl1 respect to the deprivation
hypothesis, the language~handicappedculturally deprived
pup~ls with aur~l imperceptions and poor 6ral language
skills may obtain WISe profiles that are similar to the
profiles of receptive and expressive dysphasics in learning
disabled groups,." adds Leton. 16
15Ibicl., p. 252.
16Donald A. Leton, "Discriminant Analysis of WISe
Profiles of Learning-Disabled and Culturally-Disadvantaged
Pupils, 11 PsYcllOtogy in the Schools 9 (July 1972): 303.
17
In Educating the Powerless, Charnofsky states that
a II final point to consi,der is the knotty problem of bi- '
lingualism., With no other culturally different group has
a different primary language posed such difficulty as with
the Spanish-speaking Mexican American.,,17 Teachers ex-
pect child~ert of Mexican ancestry to have a lariguage prob-
lem before formal education is even started. These chil-
dren are viewed as nonverbal? lvIlile in reality they are
quite verbal, quite communicative, but in a different
style than teachers might expect. But Charnofsky sees
hope and progress. "In California, a recent.legislative
action is permitting school classes throughout the, state
to be taught in Spanish. The hypothesis which supports
and which influenced this action suggested that the con-
version to learning English is possible and even enhanced
when a Spanish-speaking child has a rich and stimulating
18start in his own tongue."
Christian agrees with Charnofsky'with respect to
the Indian Americans. "Not long ago our government was so
insistent that the Indian become acculturated that whenever
possible they separated the children from the influence of
their parents by putting them into boarding schools and not
17StanleYjCharnofsky, Educating the Powerless (Cali-
. fornia: lvadsworth Publishing Company, 1971), p.' 31.
18Ibid., p •.32.
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allowing them to speak the language they had learned at
home." The popular idea of the United States as a melting
pot where all cultures should fuse to become one great
common culture fizzled. Christian adds that "the fact
tha't communities in our Southwest are so often composed
of 'depriyed,. submerged people' may well be due to the
fact that our educational system does not allow their
children to build upon the linguistic and culture system
which has been provided for them by their parents.,,19
Johvitz ~grees with these language philosophies
in several areas concerning mathematics, yet due to its
highly abstract nature, mathematics is less culturally
conditioned than other areas of learning. The child often
initially works for six years with a negative position
in English while in math he more likely starts from zero.
Mathematics bears fewer derogatory comments than language.
It increases the child's job opportunities in a highly
technological so~iety.20
Being deprived of the background and the educational
experience that help build aritllmetic concepts, the dis-
advantaged child ent~rs school in need of individualized
help. There is a need for a much lower pupil-teacher
19Chester C. Christian, "The Acculturation of the
Bilingual Child," Modern Language Journal 49 (March 1965):
163.
20'..,illiam F. Johvitz, "l-1athematics and the Culturally
Deprived Child," Webster,·The Disadvantaged Learner, p. 575.
19
ratio in this type of class to permit individualized in-
'.
struction. Montague re.affirms that: "children in low
socioeconomic areas also need opportunities to have
21experiences that are basic to forming arithmetic concepts."
In contrast, the basic problem inherent in social
studies is its highly verbal nature. \vebster cites: nIt
is well documented that on the average, disadvantaged
learn~rs from lower-classed, oppressed ethnic minorities
and bilingual groups read below the level observed in stu-
dents from more favored settings. Thus, disadvantaged
students enter the highly verbal race for su~cess in the
social studies with severe handicapson22 Too often the
content in social studies is far.removed from the realities
of this child's life both. in time and spa~e.
Golden asl<s: "How do we go abo'ut setting the climate
so that the child will want to make the effort to change?
For one thing, we must broaden his self-concept by giving
him pride in his own cuIture and by making him aware of tIle
heroes and leaders of his own ethnic group who have mastered
21David 1olontague, "Arithmetic Concepts of Kinder-
garten Children in Contrasting Socioeconoluic Areas,"
Webster, The Disadvantaged Learner, p. 22.
22 .
Staten W. '\febster, The Disadvantaged Learner, p.
586.
20
his same problems.,,23 Surely :this could be the curriculwn
for social studies, reading and language development.
In summary, the culturally deprived learner is
disabled by his self-concept, some existing forms of class-
room instruction, I.Q. scores, language and social skills,
and curriculum as well as attitudes toward schooling
and society. A curriculum that is relevant cannot continue'
to perpetuate cultural exclusivity and superiority. Only
in the faith that there are no second-class citizens in
our schools, a faith conceived, nurtured and cherished in
pride for nearly two centuries, can Americans hope to rise'
to the urgent tasks ahead. These authorities quoted thus
far are concerned with the task of remediating the culturally
deprived learner who is disabled. Feiffer probably sum-
marizes their attitude the best: one of ridding the child
of labels, one o~ not continually blaming the environment
~
for his problems and one of expending energy to remediate
them.
I used to think I was poor. Then they told me I
wasn't poor, I was needy. Then they told me it was self-
. defeating to think of myself as needy, that I was
culturally deprived. Then they told me deprived was a
bad image, that I was underprivileged. Then they told
me underprivileged was overused, that I was disadvan~ ,
taged. I still don't have a dime, but I do have a great
vocabulary. 24 '
23Ruth I. Golden, "1'lays to Improve Oral Communication
" of Culturally Different Youth," 'vebster, The Disadvalltaged
Learner, p. 503.
24Feiffer, "Jules Feiffer Hall Syndicate," p. 145.
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Autliorities '\[}10 Vie,V' tIle Culturally
Deprived Learner as Disadvallt'aged:
Adapt the Envi~onment
The following authorities view the culturally
depx:-ived learner as disadvantaged; they advocate adapting
his environment to meet his needs. They see the neighbor-
hood he is in often characterized by bad housing, high
population density, and a lack of privacy. Incomes are
low and uncertain. Many parents have limited vocational
and economic competence and low social and econom~c expec-
,tancy. The community lacks leadership and i~ infested with
high crime rates an~ conditions ripe for juvenile delinquency.
. Cultural resources are minimal and family patterns are
disoriented. The children generated from these conditions
make a marked impact on their schools. These authors were
infl'uenced by men lil<:e 'vesley: "The Civil Rigllts Revolu-
tion began with- students in the black colleges and univer-
sities and spread to the streets with Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. and a host of others in leadership. Blacks
made wllite Americans realize tllat tllere was a hypocrisy in
tIle Declaration of Independence, a document ,,,hose words
'have gone around the world. In this respect, there is a
short distance between 1776 and 1976 despite the two
25hundred years."
25Charles H. ''lesley, II The Education of Black Ameri-
cans," Ebony (August 1975):147.
22
These authors see a relationship between the
conclitions of social, cultural, and economic deprivation
with cognitive deficit. According to Deutsch:
The environment having tIle higllest rate of disease,
crime and social disorganization also has the highest
"rate of school retardation. Deficiencies in linguistic
skills and reading are particularly striking. School
dropout and failure, "apart from l'l11at tlley r'epresent in
lost potential ·to the individual and his community,
mean that, as adults, those who have failed or dropped
out will be confined to the least skilled and least
desirable jobs and will have almost no opportunity for
upward social mobility. 26
Environmental intervention does increase tl~e achieve-
ment of children from deprived backgrounds.' As early as
1907, Montessori, in her work with three to six-year-old
children from the slums of Rome, provided her students with
a wide variety of materials to play with and tasks of graded
difficulty to choose from at \~ill. \*lhen tllese children
were five, many bf them were reading and writing. Meeting
r
the needs of preschool disadvantaged children is not a
recent conce~n. At the turn of the century, free kinder-
gartens were organized providing schools in poor areas for
children wllose faillilies could not pay the standard fees.
It is taken for granted here that the fraudulent
pseudo-theory that minority youth are inherently limited in
their capacity to learn is thoroughly discredited. The
crucial domestic! issue today is the education of all, not
. some, children.
26Hartin Deutsch, The Disadvantaged Child:
~aEers of Martin Deutsch and Associates (New York:




Riessman's book, The Cu~turalll Deprived Child,
published in 1962, sho~ld be credited with giving much
impetus ,to the discussions which have permeated govern-
ment, school systems, "teacher education institutions and
the 'public at large. Riessman goes far beyond pity and
patronizing t·o the essentials: "Values and attitudes of
the underprivileged that are relevant for the educator
would include beliefs about punishment, authority, games,
cooperation, competition, introspection, 'intellectuals,.
etc. " lIe firmly believes tllat I. Q. scores of unclerprivilegecl
children do not reflect their ability becaus~'the test
items include words and experiences not found in their
reper'toire. lIe c!escrilJes tlleir learIling as:
1. physical and visual
2. content~centered rather than fornt-centered
3. externally oriented rather than introspective
4. problem-c~ntered rather than abstract-centered
5. inductive rather than deductive
6. spatial r~ther than temporal
7. slow, careful, patient, persevering (in areas of
importance) rather than quick, clever, facile,
flexible 27 '.'
lIe states tllat "the deprived child clearly is not
: ....
l'1ap-py at selloal, does not read well, appears unmotivated,
is' antagonistic to the teacher, possesses no well-formulated
..'. .... 28
career plans and has no quiet place to study." On
27Frank Riessman, The Culturally DeErived Child (New
Harper and Row, 1962), p. 6.
28Ibid., p. 34.
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general intelligence tests, culturally deprived children
typically score five to fifteen I. Q. points below average,
particularly Southern Negro and Puerto Rican children.
Such deficits place the average group on the borderline of
mental deficiency, so that many fall into the mentally
retarded range. Not all items on intelligence'tests re-
flect learning relevant to school success; items that test
short term memory do not, for instance, but the bulk of
them do. A five-year-old with an I. Q. score of 85 may be
said to be about nine months retarded in over-all school-
. relevant learning in tllat he performs like t}~e average
child of four years, three months. An I. Q. of 90 at the
age of five represents six months' retardation; an I. Q.
of 95, three months •. These ~llildren are particularly
handicapped by being a year behind in language development
(vocabulary size, sentence length, use of grammatical
structure), reasoning ability and logical development.
But Reissman states that.: "Nevertheless, these
children have considerable facility with informal or
public language, and this is expressed best in unstruc-
tured, spontaneous situations; they verbalize more fre~ly
around action and things they can see; they understand
more language than they speak; their non-verbal forms of
expression are more h~ghly developed; and they often have
.. imaginative associations to words." 29
29Ibid., .p. 80.
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Bijou agrees with Riessman's view and adds that:
• • • children who qualify for school attendance have all"
the biological and behavioral equipment they need to
learn the tool subjects and to derive pleasure from
learning them. There is a major prior condition: an
effective learning environment--one which individualizes
.instruction so that each child, with his unique develop-
mental history, can respond to and receive feedback from
each step in the learning process. Such an environment
also provides contingencies for the strengthening of
prerequisite behaviors which are competitive with
academic advancement. Only in such an environment is
it possible to institute simple record-keeping proce- !
dures which il1.form the teacher on an hour-bY-}lour arId on I
a day-to-day basis how each child is performing. Re-
search and demonstration projects contributing to inno-
vation in normal early education are concentrating on
progralnming the beginnings of reacling, writing and
arithinetic,the development of teaching t~chniques30
and procedures for efficient classroom mat?-agement •. ,.J
Jencks views I. Q. not as a competition for academic
achievement but as a predictor of success in school, both
in terms of grades and of nwnber of years'of school completed.
He believes that if the environment does not offer a child
the chance to learn something, he does not learn it. "This,
mea'ns it is easy to imagine (or even create) environments
in which no child, regardless of genetic potential, develops
. 31
the knowledge of skills needed to do well on an I. Q. test."
Ginsburg adds that UIn 1969, Arthur Jensen published
"in the Harvard Educational Review, an article describing
30sidney \'1. Bijou, "Environment and Intelligence:
A Bellavioral Analysis," Intelligence: Genetic and Envirorl-
mental Influence$, Robert Cancro, ed•. (~Iew York: . Grune
and Stratton, 1971), p. 235.
31Christopher J'encks, "What Color is I.Q? 'Intelli-
gence and Race," TIle Fallacy of I. o. Carl Senna, ed. (New
York: The Third Press, 1973), p. S9.
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social class and racial differences in I. Q., and proposing
that they are largely genetic in origin. There im
mediately
ensued a bitter controversy in both professional jo
urnals
and the public press." Ginsburg find.s the entire
question
of the relative influence of heredity and environment
on
I. Q. of ,little interest. The question for him is rat
ller
how heredity and environment contribute to the pa
rticular
I
intellectu~l skills which the I. Q. test measures. Ginsbur
i




I. Q. is not constant throughout tIle life span;-
envirorunental events and emotional experiences do
affect "intelligence"; I. Q. is not a'measure'of
native intellectual capacity fixed at'birth.
Family resemblance: children and their parents have
llloderately similar I. Q. s but tllis could be attril)
u-
ted to either heredity or it may be that parents
of different I. Q•. levels provide their children with
different environlllents, \~itl1. the resul t that tIle
children's I.Q.s are correspondingly different.
Regional differences and migration: general living
conditions and cultural milieu affect tl"le I. Q. ;
Black children in the South receive lower I. Q.
scores than their peers of the North; migration im
-
proves the I. Q. and the earlier the migration, the
greater the improvement.3 2
Ginsburg ends his \"hole philosophy with: "I tllink
that the dispute over environmental and genetic influe
nces
on the I. Q. is a hopeless mudd~e and must remain so. The
. nature-nurture issue is too.ambiguous and vague.,,33
32Herbert Ginsburg, The Myth of the Deprived Child
(New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1972), PP. 45-50.
33Ibid., p. 51.
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On the practical side, there has been likewise a
~
great deal of controversy over programs, such as Bereiter
and Engelmann's method for academic skills, including language,
to remediate children's language deficiency. The fact can-
not 'be obscured that "poor children" do suffer from a
serious language deficit and require some 'form of compensa-
tory education. For example, "Sesame Street", a popular-
television program designed especially for these children,
places heavy emphasis on labeling objects or introducing
'new letters and·vocabulary. Many researchers feel that
compensatory programs such as these are base4 on wrong
assumptions; poor children, they feel, do not need remedial
training, in language and, like any other children they need
an environment which nourishes the abilities they possess
and allows their language to develop. Ginsburg suggests
that poor cllildren as a group n are not urunotivated to learn
or intellectually deficient on beginning the early years
of school. Under the proper environmental conditions, they
can learn quite as well as anyone else. And these condi-
tiona need not involve 'compensatory education' or Iremedial
training'. Poor children do not need a Head Start; they
need a decent education.,,34
Where is that to come from: Should 5c11001s for
'disadvantaged children provide higher quality and faster-
" paced education than for the advantaged? .Or is the preschool
34Ibid., p. 180.
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education the answer? Some writers, notably Clark, have
attempted to explain the poor academic attainment of dis-
advantaged children entirely on the basis of the inferior
quality of schools in low~income areas. He notes that if
a child fails in reading during the primary grades, his
chances for success in any other" academic area a~e greatly
reduced. 35
Deutsch is in complete agreement: "If the c}lildren
are not learning anything in the school--as has been made
abundantly clear in many 'student~s--then the fault .lies witl1-
tIle curriculum, organization and methods of the sellool, not
with the children or their parents.,,36
Deutsch contends that t,'/o primary envirorunel1ts
are present for the child: home and school. He believes
compensatory ,education is important in providing parti6ular
experiences needed to enllance their development in deficit
areas. But:
It is easy to assume that the kinds of experiences which
should be provided are those 'the child has lacked; it
is this assumption which lies behind taking children on
trips to the zoo, the museums and the like, and expecting
that some development will take place in response to the
trips. The asswnption, ho\vever, is not a valid one.
Programs which simply provide the overall experiences
which a child has missed at an earlier age may well be
ineffective. The experience wl1.ich must be provided is
that which will stimulate the growth of the desired slcil!,
35KennethB. Clark, "Education Stimulation of Racially
'_ Disadvantaged Ch~ldren, 11 Education in Depressed Areas, I-I.
Passow, ed. ,(Ne~ York: Teachers' College of Publications,
1963), pp. 142''-162..'. •
36Deutsch, The Disadvantaged Child, p. ix.
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at the child's current lev~l of development, age,
socialization, etc. 37
Deutsch sees Head Start by itself as minimal effort to
overcome socially imposed limitations on the Cllild' s achieve- '
mente
Educators cannot wait for the child to unfold intel-
lectually or behaviorally. Growth requires stimulation,
especially if tIle functional prerequisites for learning are ,I
not in the home. Ilow can tIle school then become a more,
potent socializing force? Deutsch sees that education .is
,beingaskedffto co~pensate not only for its own failures
but for society's failures as well. Education's fault
has been its inability t6 identify ~ts own problems and
its moral callousness in allowing massive failure and
miserable educational conditions for a substantial segme~t
of the school population.,,38
\"
It seems, that the proper task for ear~y childhood
education of disadvantaged children is the identification
of the stimulation lacking in the environment, the diagnosis
of the areas of retardation in cognitive development of the
children, the prescription of particular stimuli, strategies,
and techniques for their presentation in order to accelerate
the development of the retarded functions, and the evalua-
tion of the efficiency of the techniques used. The
37Ibid., p .. '10.
38Ibid. , p. 372.
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possibility of arresting and reversing the course of
intellectual retardation in the culturally deprived pupils
depends largely on 'providing them with an optimal learning
environment that includes this teaclling methodology as
ea~ly as possible in the course of his intellectual career.
When the Headstart prograln \vas fonnulated in early 1965,
it was based on this theory and the theory that a preliminary
positive exposure to a formal educational setting prior
to entrance into the school system would provide some
compensatory education benefits, which might lead to relief
of the disability and to a more effective el~mentary school
experience.
III TIle Disa(lvanta[~c{l Cl1ild, Frost. arld IIalil{es sta"te:
l\Iany disadvaIltaged children are placed in special classes
for the mentally retarded. ~lost of these children suffer
no apparent neurological defects but ratller are mentally
restricted by the impoverishment. of tlleir educational
and cuItural experiences. A study 11as revealed tllat a .
large proportion of the educable mentally retarded chil-'
dren in the public schools come from families of low
intelligence, poor schooling, and inferior economic
status, and concluded that a very large population of
retarded individuals might owe their retardation to
envirorunental factors.39
Environment, therefore, plays a major role in effective
school experiences and the placement of the children therein.
It also plays a role in the development of cognitive sl<:ills
and of the functional use of intellectual capabilities
(learning how to learn).
39Joe L. Frost and Glen R. Hawkes, The Disadvantaged
Child: Issues ahd Innovations (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1966), p. 3.
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In the late 1950 and early 1960s, a massive social
~
effort was mounted to correct the existing condition that
many American citizens were not receiving the education
needed to equip them to cope in a full and useful manner
with the complexities of our society. Social action pro-
grams (compensatory education) evolved: preschool instruc-
tion for inner-city Negroes~ special efforts to lower the
dropout rate among Puerto Rican teenagers, better teachers
for American Indians, vocational training for the residents
of Appalachia. According to IvIcDill and Sprelle, 11 altllougll
it is still early to assess the extent of th~ir impact,
most observers would agree that these programs have not
had widespread and dramatic success.,,40
It is difficult to know ~lether these programs are
ineffective because they are really deficient or because
research scientists are not able to access the impact of
the programs be'cause the critical variables are unl<:nown
or cannot be measured accurately. Compensatory education
is heavily aimed at the preschool popUlation. Head Start
was designed as an intervent10n program for disadvantaged
preschool children to prepare them to cope with later
school life successfully and to prevent developmental
deficits which ''1~uld hamper their success. In order to
achieve this broad objective, "the program adopted a
40 -,
Ed,,,ard L·. IvlcDill, r1ary S. 1'IcDill, J. TimotllY
Sprehe, Strate ies for Success in Com ensator Ed~cation
(Baltimore: Jolln IIo!ll<iI1S l)ress, 19 9 , p. 2.
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multifaceted approach, involvi~g efforts to improve intel-
lectual and academic performance and physical health, and
to provide social services and psychological services, as
well as to involve parents in the program itself.,,41 The
Office.of Economic Opportunity has maintained its own re-
search and evaluation since 1965 and has made-attempts to
appraise the work of the multitude of local centers with
different objectives and to generate ideas for innovation
in the program. Head Start
was innovative in that heretofore there had not been
much interest in training the preschool child to ac-
quire cognitive or schoolskilis. But, Head Start
children, it has been concluded, cannot be said to be
a.Rpreciabl;t: different from tlleir peers in tlie eleraen-
-cary grad.es '\vll0 did not atterld IIcacl St~lrt in Illost
aspects of cognitive and affective developnlent:
1. On a measure of language development, the ITPA, no
sta-tistically significant differences .. for ti1.e swnmel~
programs exist. .
2. On the Metropolitan Readiness Tests, a measure of
learning readiness to enter school, no differences
were obtained between Head Start participants and
the controls.
3. No sign~ficant differences were found between first
and second graders of either groups on the Stanford
Achievement tests (a general measure of academic
acllievement) •
4. Head Start participants did not score significantly
higher at any three grade levels on a nwnber of mea-
sures of affective variables: self-concept, desire
for achievement, and attitudes toward significant 42
others such as parents, peers and society at large.
Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1966 under the administrative cognizance of the
41Ibid., p. 14.
42IbJ.·d. , 21 22pp. - •
\
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United States Office of Education has the goal of over-
\
coming educational deprivation associated with poverty
and race. Its target populations are schools with students
at the preschool, elementary and secondary levels, including
dropouts. At the preschool level, it has made possible
the development of special curricula focusing on cognitive
skil1s-~especial1y reading, arithmetic and language.
In terms of dollar investnlents and nwnber of
students participating, Title I is the largest compen~atory
education program in existence. Evaluation of the program?
It "revealed that the reading scores of Titl~ I students
improved at an average rate approximating the normal rate
for the average child (one InOl"lt,lll s improvenlent for each
month of instruction).n 43 Title I projects appeared to
have caused a positive effect on the reading achievement
of educationally deprived children and, in arithmetic,
gains were ne~rly as large. This, then, suggests relatively
more success than Head Start.
\Vhat of the Upward Bound Program? Under ~he auspices
of the Office of Economic Opportunity, it began full scale
operations in June of 1966. There were appro~imately
20,000 secondary students enrolled in the initial program
with the objective of supplying sustained support and




families whose annual incomes are below the poverty line.
The students were motivated to seek higher education and
help in maintaining college aspirations. "Such evalu- ,..,
ationas there is suggests that the program· is successfu'l
as far as getting participants enrolled in college is
concerned. ,,44
According to Fantini and \veinstein, "when dis-
advantaged learners are given a more concentrated dosage
of what they have not been able to swallow the first time,
many proceed to dropout again, while the program whicll
had originally frustrated them remains .virtually unchanged.
Although program-progress reports do not always lend
themselves to evaluation, people ,"ho are responsible· for
such programs often reveal that progress is less than
satisfactory.1I 45 Compensatory education, unfortunately,
has yet to yield measurable results.
Th~ arena for rediscovering student needs seems ~o
be a change in ~he process of remediating the disabled
learner. "Many have said that process change is drastically
needed because the present institutional model was forged
at a time when the purpose of tIle schools was different and
44Ibid., p. 35.
45~lario D. Fantini and Gerald Weinstein, The Dis-
advantaged: Challenge to Education (New Yorl<:' IIarper
and Row"1968), p. 225.
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it had never been planned to d~al with so wide a divers~ty
of pupils and subject matter. n46 \Vhat these authors suggest
is needed is team teaching, nongraded pupil groupings,
smaller classes and individual instruction, programmed
learning equipment and machines, audiovisual materials and
similar innovations incorporated in some combination.
·In swnmary, the culturally deprived learner is dis-
advantaged by his environment and the absence of an effective
learning one. The authorities ,quoted here agree that:
1. Environment plays a crucial role in developlnent; 2. It
is through the child's experience that much development
is stimulated; 3. Appropriate stimulation is essential for
development. Much remains to be learned about how the
social environment operates to produce academic failure,
but the research presented in this section is an important
contribution to the amelioration of a serious and tragic
flaw in our society: the alarmingly high percentage of
children from socially disadvantaged environments who do
poorly in school from the very beginning, fall progres- .
sively further behind their middle-class peers, and even-
tually join the ranks of the dropouts. And lastly, it is





This chapter has dealt with teaching as it applied
to the culturally deprived learner. Over the past fifteen
ye~rs, many theories have been espoused as to whether it
is the child who needs remediation or the environment which
needs adapting. The discussion included a review of
theoretical approaches as they apply to teaching culturally/
deprived learners. A review of literature was undertaken
centering around reported teaching techniques and programs
for children on an individual and group basis. Constant
was the theme of society's inability to meet'the needs of
this unique group of children. The next chapter will




Restatement of the Problem
The number of culturally deprived children has
greatly'increased in the two hundred years following the
birth of this nation. The dimensions and urgency of the
problems confronting these learners have bee~ focused on
by countless educators trying to approach the problem from
two different directions. Are tllese cl1ildren disabled in
one or more of the basic psychological processes that are
Inanifested in disorders of listening, thinking, talking,
reading, writing, spelling or aritlunetic due to perceptual
handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia
or aeve~opmental aphasia? Or are they disadvantaged be-
cause of a particular set of educationally associated
problems arising from and residing extensively within the
culture of the poor? Or from tIle research quoted in
Chapter II, can they be identified and approached as both?
Principal Findings and Conclusions
.In the initial investigation of this problem, the
..... writer set out assuming tllat the If adapt .the environment"
37
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theory was going to be the true course of action for
teachers of the tricentennial era. But, in honesty,'it
can be ~een that both approaches are equally valid. Both
approaches have the cu~turally deprived learner equally in
mind and in heart; and both approaches can be effective
with chi1dren who, by middle-class standards of measurement,
have not benefited from education, books and formal
language. In fact, a healthy balance of both approaches
appears to be the strategy in teaching those who have for
so long taken a back seat to poor language development,
usage, and general academic retardation.
Can our schools continue to apply the delicate
and narrow tolerance for behavioral and cultural styles
that have dominated them in the past? Or can America
live up to its original, prophetic destiny as a land of
cultural diversity and of educational opportunity for all?
\vill all Americ'an cllildren receive valuable education in
public schools while retaining and cherishing their own
identities, pride in themselves, the uniqueness of their
cultures, and a sense of control over their own destinies?
This is the challenge to the deeper meaning of American
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